Uncertainty regarding instantaneous discharge obtained from stage–discharge rating curves built with low density discharge measurements
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RESUMEN
En el presente trabajo se realizó un análisis de incertidumbre del proceso de construcción de la curva nivel-caudal, con el fin de estimar el error o incertidumbre de los caudales obtenidos considerando diversos escenarios de disponibilidad de aforos. Se implementó una metodología para generar muestras artificiales de aforos a partir de datos reales observados en campo y estudiar el efecto de la cantidad y distribución de las mediciones sobre la incertidumbre de los caudales instantáneos. Los resultados obtenidos indican que la incertidumbre de los caudales depende principalmente de la cantidad de aforos utilizados para la calibración de la curva nivel-caudal y del grado de extrapolación con respecto a los niveles aforados. Para los casos estudiados se encontró que cuando la curva es calibrada con una baja cantidad de aforos la incertidumbre de los caudales instantáneos en la zona de niveles medios puede llegar hasta un 14%. En la zona de niveles máximos y mínimos la incertidumbre puede llegar hasta el 20% y 60% respectivamente, valores que pueden incrementarse dependiendo del margen de extrapolación. En este orden de ideas, se estableció que en el caso de los caudales instantáneos para la zona de niveles mínimos es necesario disponer de al menos 35 aforos para la calibración de la curva, con el objetivo de cumplir los estándares mínimos recomendados por la Organización Meteorológica Mundial (OMM).
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ABSTRACT
This work concerned uncertainty analysis for constructing stage–discharge rating curves to estimate error or uncertainty regarding calculated discharges, considering different discharge measurement availability scenarios. A methodology was used for creating artificial samples of discharge measurements from real data observed in the field and the effect of variation on measurement quantity and distribution concerning instantaneous discharge uncertainty was then studied. The results indicated that discharge uncertainty mostly depends on the number of river discharge measurements used for rating curve calibration and on the extent of extrapolation outside the range of measured river water levels. This research found that uncertainty regarding instantaneous discharges calculated for the area within average level values could be as high as 14% when the rating curve was calibrated with few measurements. Uncertainty can reach 20% and 60% for high and low water level values, respectively, or even higher depending on the extent of rating curve extrapolation. This work established that 35 discharge measurements for rating curve calibration were needed to fulfill World Meteorological Organization standards concerning discharge defined for low water level values.
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Introduction
International hydrometric practice relies on frequent water level measurements taken at river gauge stations and on calculating river discharges through a previously established stage–discharge ratio. Constructing a rating curve requires taking a group of river discharge measurements concerning a wide range of water levels to calibrate the rating curve for a specific hydrological station. Some international standards recommend a minimum 10 to 15 discharge measurements per year (World Meteorological Organization 1994; Rantz 1982; ISO 1998), while others suggest up to 70 measurements for hydrometric stations located in mountainous areas (Karasev and Shumkov 1985). A hydraulic section is considered to be morphologically stable when the best estimation of river discharges in a hydrometric station is obtained from the rating curve built with the maximum number of discharge measurements available (I. Karasev and Shumkov 1985). The Colombian hydrometric
monitoring network budget does not mounting intense, ongoing measurement campaigns; rating curves are thus set up with a limited number of discharge measurements concentrated in mid water-level oscillation range (IDEAM 1998; Domínguez et al., 2006).

Several international publications (Clarke et al., 2000; Shiklomanov et al., 2006; Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan 2009) have presented rating curve uncertainty estimations and shown error propagation from field measurements and the fitted rating-curve model; however, they have not considered the effect of the number of discharge measurements and their distribution regarding analysed rating curve confidence. This study was mainly aimed at estimating uncertainty which is propagated into instantaneous discharge values obtained from rating curves built from low density discharge measurements. These refer to cases where the rating curve is constructed from scarce discharge measurements (less than 6 support points) and where support discharge-level point distribution does not cover the full range of registered levels for a particular hydrometric station.

The present work assesses rating curve uncertainty for cases where the discharges used to build the rating curves came from the same curve stability period, i.e. only discharges from periods of time having little or no significant changes in cross-section’s hydraulic characteristics were included in the uncertainty assessment to ensure that only non-hysterical stage-discharge relationships were considered.

Theoretical framework

Rating curve calibration is essentially a regression exercise; the most frequently applied model has been the power relationship model (Herschy 1999):

\[ Q = c(H + H_0)^b(1 + \varepsilon) \]  

(1)

Q is estimated discharge [L/T], H observed water level in a hydrometric station [L], H₀, b and c are the model parameters to be calibrated. Basic assumptions are that error term ε is normal distributed with zero mean value \( E[\varepsilon]=0 \) and constant variance \( \text{var}[^\varepsilon]=\sigma^2 \). No correlated errors are assumed \( \text{cov}[\varepsilon_i,\varepsilon_j]=0 \) for different observation points (Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan 2009).

Before calibrating parameters, the potential model is logarithmically transformed equation [2] and then optimal parameters values are derived, searching for the combination minimising \( S^2 \) in equation [3] (Venetis 1970):

\[ \ln(Q) = \ln(c) + b \cdot \ln(H + H_0) + \varepsilon \]  

(2)

\[ S^2 = \sum \varepsilon_i^2 = \sum [\ln(Q_i) - (\ln(c) + b \cdot \ln(H_i + H_0))]^2 \]  

(3)

The main sources of rating curve analysis uncertainty are field measurement error (especially due to error in mean speed measurements for each speed profile, depth measurement error and discharge integration error, according to the number of speed profiles), model type selection (due to model incompleteness, i.e. neglecting variables like hydraulic slope) and calibration (i.e. due to numerical method approach or calibration point number and distribution). Other factors such as changes in section morphology and variation in hydraulic conditions because of variable backwater or rapidly changing discharge can be neglected depending on the site where the station is placed, and their effect is usually added to other sources of error when individual estimation is not affordable (Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan 2009).

The following equations (Clarke 1999) can be used for assessing power model rating-curve relationship uncertainty in estimated discharges for a specific level \( \{H=a\} \):

\[ \text{var}(\ln(Q)|H=a) = D_i^T \cdot \text{var}(\theta^*) \cdot D_i \]  

(4)

\[ D_i = \begin{bmatrix} 1, \ln(a + H_0), \frac{b}{a + H_0} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(5)

\[ \text{var}(Q) = Q^2 \cdot \text{var}([\ln(Q)]) \]  

(6)

\[ \text{var}(\theta^*) = I^{-1} \]  

(7)

\[ l = -\frac{n}{2} \ln(2\pi\sigma^2) - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \sum \left( \ln(Q_i) - \left[ \ln(c) + b \cdot \ln(H_i + H_0) \right] \right)^2 \]  

(8)

\[ I = -\begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial \ln(c)^2} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial \ln(c) \partial b} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial \ln(c) \partial H_0} \\ \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial \ln(c) \partial b} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial b^2} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial b \partial H_0} \\ \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial \ln(c) \partial H_0} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial b \partial H_0} & \frac{\partial^2 l}{\partial H_0^2} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(9)

where \( I \) is known as the Fischer information matrix (Stuart et al., 2009; Seber and Wild 2003). Venetis has dealt with partial derivative terms included in the matrix (Venetis 1970). The value of \( \sigma^2 \) can be estimated using standard error of regression \( (se) \):

\[ \sigma \cong se = \frac{S^2}{\sqrt{n - k}} \]  

(10)

Case study

Discharge measurement records were collected from 5 hydrometric stations forming part of IDEAM’s hydrometric network (Martínez 2011) (Table 1). Hydrometric records were selected from hydrometric stations having intense measurement campaigns in IDEAM regional headquarters to have a rating curve calibrated with high discharge measurement density and then compare this situation to a low-density measurement scenario. Attempting to exceed international standards, selected stations had at least 30 discharge measurements for the same stability period. Figure 1 shows the rating curves calibrated for selected stations.

Artificial random samples were produced following a procedure similar to that proposed by Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan (Petersen-Øverleir and Reitan 2009). Random water level samples consist a red uniform distribution and calculated discharge values from the
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Table 1. List of selected stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Municipality</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Elev</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2308715</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Puente Real</td>
<td>Negro</td>
<td>Rionegro</td>
<td>0608 N</td>
<td>7522 W</td>
<td>2083</td>
<td>dec05 - dec07</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2111708</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>Guayabo</td>
<td>Ceibas</td>
<td>Neiva</td>
<td>0255 N</td>
<td>7508 W</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>sep05 - apr06</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3502721</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Casejeta – Delicias</td>
<td>Negro</td>
<td>Guayabetal</td>
<td>0411 N</td>
<td>7346 W</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>may88 - aug90</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2121718</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Montezuma</td>
<td>Combeima</td>
<td>Ibague</td>
<td>0428 N</td>
<td>7517 W</td>
<td>1415</td>
<td>feb85 - jul86</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5204703</td>
<td>LG</td>
<td>Bocatoma Centenario</td>
<td>Pasto</td>
<td>Pasto</td>
<td>0112 N</td>
<td>7714 W</td>
<td>2714</td>
<td>mar93 - feb99</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rating curve constructed from the total measurement sample; a random term $\varepsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2)$ was then added to include overall model error, involving the following equations:

$$H_{art} = randU(H_{min}, H_{max})$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$ln(Q_{art}) = ln(c) + b \ast ln(H_{art} + H_0) + \ast randN(0, \sigma_{ln(Q)})$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$Q_{art} = exp(ln(Q_{art}))$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Figure 1. Rating curves calibrated for selected stations
Instantaneous discharge uncertainty in maximum water level areas was around 9% to 20% when the rating curve was built with at least 4 discharge measurements. Such uncertainty became reduced to 5% to 13% when the supporting number of measurements rose to 12 measurements. Instantaneous discharge uncertainty calculated with rating curves constructed with 20 or more measurements would be lower than 10%, fulfilling the maximum allowed error required by international standards. According to these results it could be concluded that hydrology monitoring systems must supply at least 35 measurements to support construction of rating curves for every period of the curve’s validity to fulfill international hydrometric standards.

An important aspect of instantaneous discharges defined for the low and high water level values was that uncertainty was closely related to the extent of extrapolation outside the range of observed water levels. The present study assumed that extrapolations towards maximum and minimum levels used the same model calibrated for the water level range supported by discharge measurements. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show instantaneous discharge uncertainty results in maximum and minimum observed water level areas considering variation regarding the extent of rating curve extrapolation. According to the results for samples generated with 5 measurements, instantaneous discharge uncertainty in the area of high water level values could have increased from 10% (no extrapolation case) to 15% (20% Extrapolation). Instantaneous discharge uncertainty for low water level values could be increased from an average 15% (no extrapolation) to 40% (10% Extrapolation).
number of measurements

Figure 4. Relative uncertainty regarding instantaneous discharges in high water levels considering the effect of variation on the extent of extrapolation (Guayabo station)

Figure 5. Relative uncertainty regarding instantaneous discharges in low water levels considering the effect of variation on the extent of extrapolation (Guayabo station)

Conclusions

This work has established that instantaneous discharge uncertainty calculated through rating curves built with low support discharge measurement density was higher than the maximum allowed uncertainty values recommended by international standards; therefore, their use should be limited, depending on the kind of application or study and the consequences so triggered.

According to the results, estimated instantaneous discharge uncertainty within the area of medium water level values could be as high as 14% when rating curves were constructed with a low number of discharge measurements. Similarly, uncertainty could be as high as 60% for instantaneous discharges derived from the low water level area, while discharge uncertainty for high water levels could reach 20%. Instantaneous discharge uncertainty in the maximum and minimum areas significantly depended on the extent of extrapolation outside the range of observed water levels, hence, extrapolations higher than 20% for maximum discharges and 10% for minimum discharges are not strongly recommended. It should be stressed that there should be more than 35 discharge measurements for rating curve calibration to fulfill WMO uncertainty requirements regarding instantaneous discharges defined for low water level areas.

Further investigations envisage studying uncertainty propagation regarding daily, monthly and annual average discharge values and the results of hydrological calculations and modelling, such as water scarcity indexes or flood designs used for hydraulic structure dimensioning.
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Nomenclature

\( D_i \): partial derivative vector for the power model

\( H_{\text{max}} \): maximum water level recorded in the sample of measured river discharge [L]

\( H_{\text{min}} \): minimum water level recorded in the sample of measured river discharge [L]

\( k \): applied model’s degree of freedom

\( l \): maximal likelihood logarithm for the power fitting model

\( n \): number of observed discharge points for rating curve calibration

\( S \): error term sum

\( \sigma \): standard deviation for error term \( \varepsilon \)

\( \theta^* \): estimated parameter vector for the fitting model applied here